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WIRELESS CHARGER

4
 35 x 40 mm / 43 x 52 mm

90 x 95 x 30cm 50

Project for Detachable and Foldable 
3 in 1 fast 15W wireless charger
CM5230
A mobile phone wireless charger which is compatible with 
Apple mobile phone and Android mobile phone. It can also 
charge Airpods and apple watches. 
The wireless plate can be detachable from the base, and the 
watch wireless charge area can be folded, and then hang up 
the watch.
Input: 9V/2A
Output: 5W-7.5W-10W-15W



WIRELESS CHARGER

135 x 52 mm

22 × 16.8 × 10cm 100

MULTI-FUNCTION WIRELESS 
CHARGER
CM5319
15W wireless charger that can charge mobile, 
earbuds and iwatch at the same time. You just need 
1 charger for all mobile accessiories. 

92 x 92 mm

10.1 × 8.5 ×  1.6cm 100

FAST WIRELESS CHARGER
CM5318
Wireless charger provides 15W high-speed charging, it 
has leather wrapped top and LED indicator. 
Input: 5V-2A  9V-2A
Wireless output: 5W/7.5W/10W/15W
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dia. 34mm

12.2 × 10.8 × 2.9cm 100

3 IN 1 MULTIFUNCTIONAL 
WIRELESS CHARGER
CM5321
This is a 3 in 1 Wireless Charger, Alarm Clock & Table 
Lamp. It has comfort Slip Pad for higher safety of your 
device.
It can charge 2 devices at same time with Wireless & 
USB. It has both digital clock and alarm Clock function.
It has light with a light touch too with high-efficiency fash 
charging chipset.
Input：5V-2A  9V-2A                 
USB Output：5V1A                              
Wireless output：5W/7.5W/10W15W

34 x 70 mm

11.6 × 7 × 5cm 100

CAR PHONE HOLDER WITH 
WIRELESS CHARGER
CM5320
Mobile car mount with 15W wireless charging, and it 
comes with automatic touch sensor for holding differ-
ent sizes of mobile phones.

WIRELESS CHARGER
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dia 50mm

6dia x 0.9cm 100

IPHONE 12 MAGNETIC WIRELESS 
CHARGER 15W
CM5316
A wireless charger with 15W fast charging. It has a very 
strong suction to avoid dropping off the phone. Magnet: 36 
PCS Input voltage: 5V/3A 9V/2.22A Output power: 
5W/7.5W/10W/15W Output port: USB-C
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dia. 43mm

6.5 x 10 x 0.8cm 100

WIRELESS CHARGER WITH 
CAR MOUNT
CM5328
A wireless charger that is compatible with Apple 
mobile phone and Android mobile phone.
It comes with magnet which can stick iphone 12 while 
wireless charging.
Input: DC9V/1.67A
Power: 5W/7.5W/10W/15W

dia. 55mm

6.5 x 10 x 8cm 100

WIRELESS CHARGER WITH 
CAR MOUNT
CM5323
A wireless charger that is compatible with Apple 
mobile phone and Android mobile phone.
It comes with magnet which can stick iphone 12 while 
wireless charging.
Input: DC9V/1.67A
Power: 5W/7.5W/10W/15W

WIRELESS CHARGER



Ipad and tablet can be used 
too, and placed horizontally.

ize of silicone holder : 5.5*9cm 
Size of metal base: 7*7cm

7.85 x 12.3 x 25 cm 100

DESKTOP PHONE HOLDER 
WITH WIRELESS CHARGER
CM5317
This wireless charging stand can tilt and also adjust 
on the height. This design makes the wireless charger 
able to provide a better view angle. Also, with the two 
coils, you can put devices vertically to read the text, 
do video meeting, do FaceTime call, or horizontally to 
watch videos. It comes with a type C cable. Input: 
5V/2A、9V/1.67A Output: 5V/1A 、9V/1.12A(10W)

WIRELESS CHARGER
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218 x 68mm

30.5 x 22.1 x 0.7cm 100

WIRELESS PAD
CM5313 
You can use power pad as a mouse pad and a wireless 
charger pad at the same time. All you need on your desk 
combines in one pad. You can always have a clean desk 
with this pad.
Input: 5V/2A 9.0V/2A
Output: 5W, fast charge 7.5W (iphone), fast charge 10W 
(Samsung)

WIRELESS CHARGER
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73 x 8 mm, 20 x 23 mm

12 x 3 x 0.5cm 100

LAPTOP EXTENSION STAND
MB5288
A laptop extension stand which you can hold the 
mobile on the side of the laptop screen. You can look 
into both the laptop screen and mobile screen at the 
same time. 

PHONE STAND

145 x 23 mm

22.5 x 7cm 100

LAPTOP STAND
MB5300
A PU leather laptop stand, that tilt the laptop to an 
angle which fit for typing position. 
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51 x 12 mm

5.5 x 1.5 x 0.4cm 100

PHONE STAND
MB5289
A small phone stand that can stick on the back on the 
phone with 3M tape.

PHONE STAND



25 x 32 mm

22 x 3 x 0.7cm 100

Laptop stand
MB5301
A  laptop stand that tilt the laptop to an angle which fit 
for typing position.

PHONE STAND
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57 x 86mm

6.5 x 11.3 x 17cm 100

FOLDABLE PHONE STAND 
MB5277
An adjustable, foldable tablet and phone stand with 
non slip silicon pads. Enjoy videos anytime anywhere. 

PHONE STAND
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62 x 22mm

11.5 x 7.5 x 8.8cm 100

FOLDABLE PHONE STAND
MB5276
An Aluminum adjustable, foldable tablet and phone 
stand with non slip silicon pads. Enjoy videos anytime 
anywhere. 

PHONE STAND
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8 x 45 mm

24 x 5.5 x 1.3cm 100

DESKTOP STAND
MB5280
Aluminum Portable Adjustable Laptop Stand. 
Elevates your Laptop from 2.15" to 6" height for a 
perfect eye level, total 6 height choices, which fixes 
your posture and reduce back pain, neck stiffness and 
wrist aches. Can also be used for Ipad and Tablets. 
Suitable for notebook 15.6" or less.

PHONE STAND
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57 x 16MM

11.72 x 9.9 x 7.4cm 100

PHONE STAND
MB5279
This mobile phone stand not only can rotate 180 degree 
for both side view, the holder can rotate 360°. A phone 
stand that can work for 2 mobiles with 2 sides view, 
making you more comfortable and relaxed when using 
mobile phones and tablets. It has a little tray underneath, 
which you can put any accessories on top.
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PHONE STAND

45 x 6 mm

26 x 6cm 100

DESKTOP STAND
MB5281
Portable Adjustable Laptop Stand. Elevates your 
Laptop upto to 6" height for a perfect eye level, total 6 
height choices, which fixes your posture and reduce 
back pain, neck stiffness and wrist aches. Can also 
be used for Ipad and Tablets. Suitable for notebook 
15.6" or less. Material Plastic and Alloy.

30x14mm

7 x 5 x 2.6cm 100

CAR PHONE HOLDER
MB5286
Universal Car Mount Phone Holder Designed for Car 
Air Vent Mount Stand.

80 x 55mm

11 x 10 x 22cm
(Highest 30cm)

100

TRAY STAND
MB5274
This mobile phone stand can not only adjust the 
height, but also adjust the angle arbitrarily within the 
range of 0-45°. This design is fully ergonomic, making 
you more comfortable and relaxed when using mobile 
phones and tablets. It has a little tray underneath, 
which you can put any accessories. 
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150 x 80mm

23 x 13 x 5cm 100

UV BOX
CM5312
UV box is perfect for sterilizing cell phones, Germicidal UV 
light eliminates up to 99% of germs and bacteria. Dual UV 
bulbs, Sanitizes your device in less than 8 minutes, Protect 
yourself and those closest to you by sanitizing your phone 
regularly. Though you can sterilize other small devices such as 
toothbrushes, masks, baby underwear, jewelry, makeup tools, 
watches, coins, etc. It can also be used as aroma diffuser.

Sanitize

Aroma

30 x 14mm

11 x 10 x 10cm 200

UV STERILIZER WITH PHONE 
CHARGER
CM5310
UV sterilizer with mobile phone wireless charger, 
sterilizer while charger, quick and easy to use. 
lamp power:3V 
wireless charger inuput:5V/2A 
wireless charger :5W/10W 
wired charger output:5V/2A 

Tips: the middle of the phone back, 
        close to the base cross

UV PRODUCTS
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60 x 60mm

21.2 x 12 x 5cm 200

WIRELESS CHARGING STERILIZING BOX
CM5311
The multi-function UV sterilization box can hold 6.5 inch large screen 
mobile phones and small items. Just one click to do a quick or standard 
sterilization. It also have wireless fast charging on the top of the box. 

UV PRODUCTS



16 x 5mm

3.29 x 0.87 x 1.31cm 500

MOBILE UV LAMP
OD5107
This little UV light charges by a mobile, it just needs 
3-5seconds to complete sterlization

70 x 10mm

3.75 x 3.75 x 0.98cm 200

UV LAMP
OD5108
This UV lamp can sterilise anything like clothes, toys, 
mobiles etc.

15 x 45mm

12. 5 x 3.4 x 2.5cm 100

HANDHELD UV LAMP
OD5110
Handheld UV lamp made your life easier with a simple 
press and scan. Apply directly to surface of sofa, bed, 
bathtub, towel, mat, carpet, keyboard and more. Enjoy 
a healthier life with less germs around. It’s lightweight 
and portable with battery inbuilt. It can easily be stored 
in a hand bag, back pack or luggage. 

UV PRODUCTS
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8 x 15mm

3.1 x 2 x 0.83cm 100
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MINI UV LAMP
OD5111
This mini UV light that charges by a mobile, it can sterilize 
anything like car, computer, key or toys. Power:0.4W 
Input:3.7V Output:5V

UV PRODUCTS



15 x 55 mm

14.5 x 3.57 x 1.26cm 100

UV light
OD5119
A UV light that contains 3pcs UVC light. It can quickly destroy bacterial 
DNA to achieve the effect of disinfection and sterilization rate ups to 
99.9%. There is 2 sterilization time mode, Auto-sterilization off in 60s or 
180s. It also comes with Digital LED display, it can show the time, very 
convenient to use.

UV PRODUCTS
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PERSONAL SAFETY ITEMS

9 x 17 mm

4.9 x 2.7 x 1.25cm 100

MOBILE THERMOMETER
CM5326
A thermometer that can be used once plug into the 
mobile. It's only 1 second to check your temperature by 
aiming it at your own forehead.
Measuring range: 1-10cm
According to the unit: °C/°F
Measuring Range: 32°C~42°C
Accuracy of measurement: ±0.2°C
Environmental Conditions: 10°C~35°C

102 x 170 mm

22.5 x 12.5 x 5cm 100

WIRELESS BOX
CM5325
A UV light box with 5W wireless charger, you can 
sanatize the mobile in the box and have wireless 
charging on top of the box.

102 x 170 mm

 22.5 x 12.5 x 5cm 100

WIRELESS BOX
CM5325A
A UV light box with 5W wireless charger, you can 
sanatize the mobile in the box and have wireless 
charging on top of the box.
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PERSONAL SAFTY ITEMS

30 x 5mm

7.4 x 3.3 x 0.4cm 500

SANITARY KEY
HA7034
This sanitary key let you press the lift and open the door without the 
need to touch anything. Lower the chance of getting the virus.

30 x 4mm

7.2 x 3.1 x 0.5cm 500

SANITARY KEY
HA7034A
This sanitary key let you press the lift and open the door without the 
need to touch anything. Lower the chance of getting the virus.
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IONIZER CLOCK

26

28 x 11 mm

11 x 110 x 6.65cm 500

IONIZER CLOCK
CK6018
An alarm clock that generate negative ion components. As the 
number of negative ions is greater than the number of positive ions, 
the excess negative ions are still floating in the air, which can 
achieve smoke removal, dust removal, elimination of odor, improve 
the quality of air in order to promote the health of human health.



MACAROON PURIFIER
OD5116
Using high-tech plasma ion conversion technology, by 
discharging the air to release highly active positive and 
negative ions to adhere to the tiny dust particles in the 
air, second-hand smoke particles, pollen and other 
charged particulate matter in the air so as to settle the 
pollutants to the ground. So we can get rid of the filter 
hassle at one time and to achieve the clean effect of 
traditional air purifiers. 

40mm

5.2 x 2.8cm 100

PURIFIER
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SPRAYERS

8 x 15mm

Dia.3.2 x 10.9cm 100

SPRAY
HA7041
It’s a Mist Sprayer that using Advanced Nano-Tech, 
Ultrasonic nano sprayer technology. It’s for Hydrating, 
moisturizing, brightening, tightening pores, anti-aging 
& acne, disinfection. Once you press on, it will contin-
ue to spray until it got turned off.
It used Double fogging technology with completion of 
water supplement in 3 seconds. Both water or alcohol 
can be used. 
Tank Capacity: 30ml



30 x 30 mm, 45 x 45 mm

7.5  x 5.5 x 9cm 100

SPRAYER1
HA7042
This sprayer is designed with motion sensor detection 
technology that detects your hand within one pass. 
Best to spray alcohol to sanitize hands, it only appli-
cable to water-based liquids, please do not use gels, 
thick hand soap and other gelling, gel, lotion products.

SPRAYERS
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30
32 x 52 mm

7. 3 x 11.5cm 100

SPRAYER2
HA7043
This sprayer is designed with motion sensor detection 
technology that detects your hand within one pass. 
Best to spray alcohol to sanitize hands, it only appli-
cable to water-based liquids, please do not use gels, 
thick hand soap and other gelling, gel, lotion products.
Voltage: 5V
Current: 1A
Size: 150ml

SPRAYERS



28 x 48 mm

7 x 6.8 x 11.8cm 200

SPRAYER3
HA7044
This sprayer is designed with motion sensor detection 
technology that detects your hand within one pass. 
Best to spray alcohol to sanitize hands, it only appli-
cable to water-based liquids, please do not use gels, 
thick hand soap and other gelling, gel, lotion products.
-Size: 280ml
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MOBILE ACCESSORIES
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200 x 72 mm

16.5 x 22 x 0.9cm 100

MOBILE MAGNIFIER 10"
OD5113
HD 3D amplifier for mobile video screen. Easy to use 
and incredibly portable mobile phone projector. Easy to 
carry, it is lightweight and foldable so that you can take 
it anywhere you go and for any occasion. Durable 
screen amplifier. It improves the picture quality, using 
HD optical technology. The Mobile amplifier will relieve 
and help prevent visual fatigue. Widely compatible 
screen magnifier. Suitable for all smartphones. 



Dia. 2cm

6.85 x 3.95 x 19~86cm 50

GIMBAL STABILIZER SELFIE 
STICK TRIPOD
OD5115
The stabilizer automatically finds the balance position to 
ensure that the phone remains stable while moving, 
regardless of whether the phone screen is horizontal or 
vertical. Extendable with 4 sections aluminum alloy sticks, 
ABS + Rubber phone clamp keeps the device more stable. 

MOBILE ACCESSORIES
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20x10mm

10.4 x 10.4 x 18.3cm 50

AI TRACKING GIMBAL
OD5117
Gimbal Selfie Stick/Stand– Smart Auto Tracking Face 
or Object Recognition – AI Intelligence, with 360 
Degree Rotation – Great for Zoom, Skype, Vlogs, 
Instagram, and Facebook Videos.

MOBILE ACCESSORIES



40 x 65 mm

9.8 x 6.3 x 1.4cm 100

MAGNETIC POWER BANK
CM5324
A 5000mah power bank with USB output and wireless 
charger that comes with magnets, which can stick it 
on the mobile without dropping.
Input: 5V/2A
Output: 5V/2.1A
Wireless: 5W

47 x 90 mm

14.1 x 7 x 1.5cm 100

WIRELESS MAGNETIC 
POWER BANK
CM5327
A 10000mah power bank with USB output and wire-
less charger that comes with magnets, which can 
stick it on the mobile without dropping.
It also comes with digital display to show the remain-
ing percentage of the battery.
Input: 5V/2A
Output: 5V/2.1A
Wireless: 5W

WIRELESS CHARGER

60 x 108mm

14 cm x 6.8 cm x 1.5cm 100

MIRROR POWER
CM5314 
Battery chargers that measures approximately 14 cm 
x 6.8 cm x 1.5cm thickness that fits easily in your 
pocket, wallet or purse. It has a mirror surface with a 
battery indicator, you will know when to recharge.
Capacity: 10000mAh
Input: 5V/2A
2 USB output: 5V 2.1A/ 5V 1A
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USB

36
40 x 7 mm

6.9 x 1.5 cm 100

USB SPRAYER
USM6381
USB that comes with a spraying bottle, that you can 
refill your own sanatizer or perfume.



GIFT SET

50 x 90 mm, 30 x 9 mm

24.3 x 16.2 x 4.6cm 50

3 PRODUCTS GIFTSET
GF5001
Gift set that comes with a power bank of 5000mah, a 
8GB USB and a pen. 

90 x 50 mm, 30 x 9 mm, 25 x 28 mm, 
130 x 11 mm, 5 x 27 mm

33.5 x 23.5 x 4.5cm 50

5 PRODUCTS GIFTSET
GF5000
Gift set that comes with a bluetooth keyboard, a 
power bank of 5000mah, a 8GB USB and a mouse.
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WATCH

HEALTHY WATCH
CA5047 
A smart watch that is with Waterproof rating: IP6510, 
after charging, it can standby 15-20 days
1.Blood Oxygen/Blood Pressure Monitor
2.Heart Rate Monitor
3.Date display (12/24-hour clock)
4.Sleep monitoring
5.Fitness tracking (step&distance&Calories)
6.Weather display
7.Call remind(name ID number)
8.Messageremind(Wechat/skype/whatsapp)
9.GPS tracker
10.Alarm clock
11.Remote camera
12.Anti-lost remind
13.Drinking water remind
14.Lift wrist bright screen
15.Fitness information sharing

16 x 9.8mm,  20 x 6mm

25 x 1.8cm 100

SPORTS WATCH
CA5048 
A smart watch that is with Waterproof rating: IP6510, 
after charging, it can standby 15-20 days
1.Blood Oxygen/Blood Pressure Monitor
2.Heart Rate Monitor
3.Date display (12/24-hour clock)
4.Sleep monitoring
5.Fitness tracking (step&distance&Calories)
6.Weather display
7.Call remind(name ID number)
8.Messageremind(Wechat/skype/whatsapp)
9.GPS tracker
10.Alarm clock
11.Remote camera
12.Anti-lost remind
13.Drinking water remind
14.Lift wrist bright screen
15.Fitness information sharing

9 x 21mm, 5 x 19mm

26 x 0.22 x 1.56cm
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Going through this catalogue you will find the specifications of each item explained with  
the following icons:

Available standard colours and MOQ
Product size

Laser EngravingPad PrintingSilk Screen Embossing

Our different printing techniques:

Doming

Digital printing Heat transferEmbroidery

Mirror logo 3D (custom) logo Light up logo

Offset printing

PRINTING TECHNIQUES
& ICONS

45 x 60 mm

Logo imprint technique and size

19 x 7.2 x 1.4 cm 100
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Blue

Grey

Red

Orange

Lime Green

White

Black  

Silver  

Gun  

Gold  

Purple

Light Blue  

Pink

PMS 286C

PMS COOL GRAY11C

PMS 186C

PMS HEXACHROME  
ORANGE C

PMS 7488 C

PMS colour of silicone items

PRINTING TECHNIQUES
& ICONS
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